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When the evidence doesn’t add up, follow your heart

“My name is Aya Bedel. I have killed before. I will kill again.”

Detective Will Speedman knows guilt when he sees it. And the delicate, dark-eyed pixie sitting before him in
the interrogation room doesn’t look strong enough to have overpowered and murdered a string of women.

Yet Aya knows grisly details about the killings that haven’t been made public. And something about her
sinful shape reaches deep into his primal core and yanks. Hard.

Aya has been having increasingly gruesome visions over the past few weeks. Not only does she witness the
murders, she feels the victims’ flesh beneath her fingers, feels their last breath caressing her face. She must
confess or go mad.

As time runs short, Will’s superiors demand answers. Aya’s only hope for salvation rests in the desire
glowing in Will’s eyes and his seductive touch that draws clues from her subconscious.

Warning: Contains a woman driven nearly mad and a detective driven to seduction to find the truth. Darkly
sexual imagery could keep you awake at night trying to figure out why you’re trembling. It may not be purely
from fear…
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From reader reviews:

Angela Jones:

This Heart Taker are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The explanation of this Heart
Taker can be one of many great books you must have is usually giving you more than just simple studying
food but feed you actually with information that possibly will shock your before knowledge. This book is
handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions in e-book and printed ones. Beside
that this Heart Taker giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you test of
critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day task. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Donn Chavez:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world could share
their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire all their reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only the story that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
data about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young
ones, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their
ability in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write with their book. One of them is this Heart
Taker.

Gerri Townsend:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the extra time or they will get
wide range of stress from both everyday life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have free time, we
will say absolutely indeed. People is human not really a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity
have you got when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will probably unlimited
right. Then do you try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the
book you have read will be Heart Taker.

John Sherman:

You can spend your free time to read this book this guide. This Heart Taker is simple to create you can read
it in the park your car, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not include much space to bring the
printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save often the book in
your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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